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... by Ekaterina on 01-25-2018 Ekaterina, you’re welcome! ? I have been looking for a game with detailed human characters for
ages and then I noticed that Fantasy Earth 3D has this great set of characters and it’s still under development. I have lots of ideas
how to improve the game and so I’m glad that there’s a community who will help me with that. One more great thing about this
game is that it is developed by a company that makes games for kids. I checked their website and it’s simply the best. They have
games for all kinds of ages and they have them in all kinds of languages. I’m very excited about this game and I hope that it will
be as good as the picture show. Peter Hi, Ekaterina, I am having the same trouble with the exe files. I followed all the
instructions on the website and I tried running them with the program called “Universal Installer”. However, when I tried to run
it, it opened for a second, then it closed and I have been searching for any answers on how to install this game. Can you help me
please? Edgar Hi, Ekaterina. I got the same error. I downloaded the game files and the demos and I still cannot run them. I tried
everything I could, I uninstalled all the programs and yet still the same error. Can you please help me? Sanjay Hi, Ekaterina!
Thanks for all your great and detailed answers. The game is really great and I am now able to run it and play. I did download a
few different updates and I used the “Uninstall program” option. I’ll be on a long vacation soon, but if I come across any more
problems or have some questions, I will be back again. Thanks for your kind help! 02-01-2018 Hi, Sanjay, Thank you for your
comment. Yes, I can only recommend you to download updates when the game is installed. However, it looks like that some of
the settings are still 82157476af
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